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Worth, Tex., to interview Mrs. Mar- ' 	composed woman of 58 has dedicated herself 

	

guerite Oswald. She wanted, she says, 	"to history." She claims her son is "inno- 
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in a way, perhaps, 
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have been an element of therapy in Miss 

' vey Oswald's grave, but I will be a mother 

i Most of the time it is about herself. "To-
? mono* is Mother's Day," she said in the 

second interview, "and I win go to Lee Har- 

■i i invitation for more ice tea, "Sweetheart" 

, it is disjointed reminiscence or about 

talks non-stop. She seems equally matter- 

• killing or an esoteric quote from Freud or 

of fief about everything she says, whether 

. In front of a tape-recorder she apparently 
: At home, Mrs. Oswald works on her data. 
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, some real exclusives," she told Miss Stafford, 
and then suggested they could work to-
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rhetoric here is typical. "Actually, I have 
Dar (whence Miss Stafford's title). The 

suffered a great deal," is the constant re-

alone, a mother in history alone on Mother's 

That." 'Tye got some real dynamite and 

 train. often in reference to the greater 
press attention and money her daughter-in-
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g•'-'--: ' viewed Mrs. Os- 	 herself a "mental case"—"believe me, if 
anybody's in their right mind, it's Mrs. 
Marguerite Oswald." 

. 	lasewhere, on her son"s truthfulness' 
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son—let's have some defense of Lee Harvey 
Oswald and his mother! How many boys 

- at age IS that play hook*? from school 
would come home from school and tell his 
mother that he did so ?" "Lee Harvey a 
failure?" she asks near the beginning, "I am 
smiling. . . . I find this a very Intelligent 
boy, and I think he's coming out in history 
as a very tine person." 

Shocking Theory 
; Mist Stafford must have registered sur-

prise at this. Mrs. Oswald explained: "Now 
Maybe Lee Harvey Oswald was the assassin. 
But does that make him a louse? No, no! 
=Mg does not necessarily mean badness. 
You find killing in some very fine homes for 
one reason or another. And as we all know, 
President Kennedy was a dying man. [The 
claim here is that he had "Atldnson'a Dis-
ease,' presumably meaning Addison's Dis-
ease.") So I say it is possible that my son 
was chosen to shoot him in a merIVA 

• for the security of the country. Andif-tlihi 
is true, it was .a fine thing to do and my aibik 
is a hero." 
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home, and once an d   
the way to the "0 
cemetery, to Oswald's grave—the day being 
Mother's Day. 

If Miss Stafford had an inkling of what to 
expect from Mr. Oswald (and • she must 
have), she does not indicate it in this shocked 
and shocking book. Perhaps we are always 
surprised when what we hear about a person, 
especially what's bizarre, is verified in direct 
experience. What we have known or sus-
pected about Mrs. Oswald is verified in this 
book to the point of nausea. I suppose it has 
some value, this painful, embarrassing veri-
fication, this obvious psychological evidence 
of how Oswald happened—but it is wounding 
all the same. 

The whole absurb obscenity of the Dallas 
killing and its lunatic circus aftermath is 
contained in this portrait—self-portrait really 
—of Mrs. Marguerite Oswald. One doessi. 
know quite what to do with it, I supped 
because the grotesque inappropriateness° 
everything Mrs. Oswald says and doe 
these pages is no more grotesque or ins 
priate than what others said and 4 
actuality—the police, the cameramen 
boys with the contracts from Life, 
Ruby, lawyer Melvin Belli, Judge Wb 
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Zgacdyi ,after He was crucified. And 
no 	has worried aboul MY wel- 

fare." 
Well, there it is, Miss Stafford's book: Mrs. 

Oswald is indeed the mother of her son. Miss 
Stafford's shock betrays itself in occasional 
little cruelties of thought and tone. What 
else is one to do? It is all so stupefying, this 
harangue, this compulsive, addled monolog, 
so unspeakably monstrous and pathetic. "A 
Mother in History" may have some point—

n1 relevance—but one reids..4,cin-
sten assaulted. 


